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Every family has its monsters...and some are nothing but. In the woods
outside Overdeere, Ontario, there are trees that speak, a village that doesn't
appear on any map, and a hill that opens wide, entrapping unwary
travellers. Music drifts up from deep underground, while dreams - and
nightmares - take on solid shape, flitting through the darkness. It's a place
most people usually know better than to go, at least locally - until tonight,
when five bloodlines mired in ancient strife will finally converge once
more. Devize, Glouwer, Rusk, Druir, Roke - these are the clans who make
up the notorious Five-Family Coven. Four hundred years ago, this alliance
of witches, changelings, and sorcerers sought to ruin and recreate the Earth
in their own image, thwarted only by treachery that sent half of them to be
burned alive. Driven apart by rage and hatred, their descendants have
continued to feud, intermarry, and breed with each other throughout the
centuries, their mutual dislike becoming ever more destructively intimate.
But now, from downtown Toronto to the wilds beyond, where reality's
walls grow thin, dark forces are drawing the Coven's last heirs to a final
confrontation. Psychics, ex-possessees, defrocked changeling priests,
shamans for hire, body-stealing witches, and monster-slaying nuns - the
bastard children of a thousand evil angels - all are haunted by a ghost
beyond any one person's power to exorcize unless they agree to stand
together once more - at least long enough to wreak vengeance upon
themselves!
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